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6.1 Introduction

Embedded systems and networked embedded systems play an increasingly important role in today’s society. They are often found in consumer products, e.g., in automotive systems and cellular phones, and are therefore subject to hard economic constraints. The pervasive nature of these systems generates further constraints on physical size and power consumption. These product-level constraints give rise to resource constraints on the implementation platform, for example, limitations on the computing speed, memory size, and communication bandwidth. Due to economic considerations, this is true in spite of the rapid hardware development. In many applications, using a processor with larger capacity than absolutely necessary cannot be justified.

Feedback control is a common application type in embedded systems, and many wireless embedded systems are networked control systems, i.e., they contain one or several control loops that are closed over a communication network. The latter is particularly common in cars, where several control loops, e.g., engine control, traction control, anti-lock braking, cruise control, and climate control are partly or completely closed over a network.
Embedded control systems are also becoming increasingly complex from the control and computer implementation perspectives. Today, also quite simple embedded control systems often contain a multi-tasking real-time operating system with the controllers implemented as one or several tasks executing on a micro-controller. The operating system typically uses concurrent programming to multiplex the execution of the various tasks. The CPU time and, in the case of networked control loops, the communication bandwidth can, hence, be viewed as shared resources for which the tasks compete.

Sampled control theory normally assumes periodic sampling and negligible or constant input-output latencies. When a controller is implemented as a task in a real-time operating system executing on a computing platform with small resource margins this can normally not be achieved. Preemptions from higher priority tasks or interrupt handlers, blockings caused by accesses to mutually exclusive resources, cache misses, etc., cause jitter in sampling intervals and input-output latencies. Likewise, for networked control systems, medium access delays, transmission delays, and network interface delays cause variable communication latencies.

Simulation is a powerful technique that can be used at several stages of system development. For resource-constrained embedded control systems it is important to be able to include the timing effects caused by the implementation platform in the simulation. TrueTime [20, 15, 8] is a Matlab/Simulink-based simulation tool that has been developed at Lund University since 1999. It provides models of multi-tasking real-time kernels and networks that can be used in simulation models for networked embedded control systems, see Figure 6.1.

In the kernels, controllers and other software components are implemented as Matlab or C++ code, structured into tasks and interrupt handlers. Support for interprocess communication and synchronization is available similar to a real real-time kernel. In fact, the
underlying implementation is very similar to a real kernel, with a ready queue for tasks that are ready to execute and wait queues for tasks that are waiting for a time interval or for access to a shared resource. The networks blocks, similarly, provide models of the medium access and transmission delay for a number of different wired and wireless link-layer protocols.

TrueTime can be used in a variety of different ways in networked embedded control system development. Some examples are:

- To evaluate how various task scheduling policies influence control performance.
- To evaluate how various wired or wireless network protocols influence the performance of networked control loops.
- To evaluate how the processor speed influences the performance.
- To evaluate how networking parameters such as bit rate and maximum packet length influence performance.
- To evaluate how disturbance network traffic influence performance.

TrueTime can also be used as a pure scheduling simulator:

- TrueTime can be used as an experimental testbench for test implementations of new task scheduling policies and network protocols. Implementing a new policy in TrueTime is often considerably easier than to modify a real kernel.
- TrueTime can be used for gathering various execution statistics, e.g., input-output latency, and various scheduling events, e.g., deadline overruns. Measurements can be logged to file and then analyzed in Matlab.

### 6.1.1 Related Work

There today exist a large number of general network simulators. One of the most well-known is ns-2 [2], which is a discrete-event simulator for both wired and wireless networks with support for, e.g., TCP, UDP, routing, and multicast protocols. It also supports simple movement models for mobile applications, where the position and velocity of nodes may be specified in a script. It should be noted that the default radio model in ns-2 is very simplistic (even more simplistic than TrueTime’s), although more accurate physical layer models may be implemented by the user [17]. Another discrete-event computer network simulator is OMNeT++ [3]. It contains detailed IP, TCP, and FDDI protocol models and several other
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Simulation models (file system simulator, Ethernet, framework for simulation of mobility, etc.).

Compared to the simulators above, the network simulation part in TrueTime is quite simplistic. However, the strength of TrueTime is the co-simulation facilities that makes it possible to simulate the latency-related aspects of the network communication in combination with the node computations and the dynamics of the physical environment. Rather than basing the co-simulation tool on a general network simulator and then try to extend this with additional co-simulation facilities, the approach has been to base the co-simulation tool on a powerful simulator for general dynamical systems, i.e., Simulink, and then add support for simulation of real-time kernels and the latency aspects of network communication to this. An additional advantage of this approach is the possibility to make use of the wide range of toolboxes that are available for Matlab/Simulink, for example, support for virtual reality animation.

There are also some network simulators geared towards the sensor network domain. TOSSIM [23] compiles directly from TinyOS code and scales very well. The COOJA simulator [26] makes it possible to simulate sensor networks running the Contiki OS. Network in a box (NAB) [1] is another simulator for large-scale sensor networks. Another example is J-Sim, a general compositional simulation environment that includes a generalized packet switched network model that may be used to simulate wireless LANs and sensor network [32]. Again, these types of simulators generally lack the possibility to simulate continuous-time dynamics, that is present in TrueTime.

Another type of related tools are complete computer emulators such as, e.g., the Simics system [24]. Although systems of this type provide very accurate ways of simulating software, they, generally, have weak support for networks and continuous-time dynamics. In the real-time scheduling community, a number of task scheduling simulators have been developed, e.g. STRESS [10], DRTSS [31], RTSIM [14], and Cheddar [30]. Neither of these tools support simulation of what is outside the computer.

A few other tools have been developed that support co-simulation of real-time computing systems and control systems. RTSIM has been extended with module that allows system dynamics to be simulated in parallel with scheduling algorithms [27]. XILO [21] supports the simulation of system dynamics, CAN networks, and priority-preemptive scheduling. Ptolemy II is a general purpose multi-domain modeling and simulation environment that includes a continuous-time domain, and a simple RTOS domain. It has recently been extended in the sensor network direction [12]. In [13], a co-simulation environment based on ns-2 is presented. The ns-2 simulator has been extended with an ODE-solver for dynamical simulations of the controller units and the environment. However, this tool lacks support for real-time kernel simulation.
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The SimEvents 2 toolbox, [16], is a discrete-event simulator that has been embedded in Simulink in a way that is quite similar to TrueTime. The simulation engine in SimEvents is driven by an event calendar where future events are listed in order of the scheduled times. In addition to the traditional signal-based communication between blocks, SimEvents also adds entities. An entity corresponds to an object that is passed between different blocks, modeling, e.g., a message in a communication network. SimEvents provides blocks for generating entities, queue blocks, server blocks, routing blocks, control flow control blocks, timer and counter blocks, and blocks for interfacing the SimEvents part of the simulation with the ordinary Simulink model. Using a queue and a server block it is possible to create a simple model of CPU. It is also possible to model various types of network protocols, e.g., CAN and Ethernet. The major difference between TrueTime and SimEvents is that SimEvents is primarily aimed at discrete queue and server system modeling, whereas TrueTime is aimed at models of real-time kernels and real-time networks. SimEvents has no explicit notion of tasks and task code. On the other hand, TrueTime is not very well suited for modeling of pure queueing systems.

6.1.2 Outline of the Chapter

The rest of this chapter is outlined as follows. In Section 6.2, we introduce the underlying timing model and execution model of TrueTime. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 provide introductions to the kernel and network block functionalities. We then provide three larger examples in Sections 6.5 to 6.7. Current limitations and possible future extensions of TrueTime are discussed in 6.8, and the chapter is concluded with a brief summary in Section 6.9.

6.2 Timing and Execution Model

6.2.1 Implementation Overview

The TrueTime Simulink blocks are implemented as variable-step S-functions written in C++. Internally, each block contains a discrete-event simulator. The TrueTime Kernel block simulates an event-based real-time kernel executing tasks and interrupt handlers, while the TrueTime Network blocks simulate various local-area communication protocols and networks.

There is no global event queue, meaning that each block controls its own timing. A zero-crossing function in each block is used to force the Simulink solver to produce a “major hit” at each internal (scheduled) or external (triggered) event. Events are communicated between the blocks using trigger signals that switch value between 0 and 1. Events that are scheduled or triggered at the same time instant can processed in any order by the blocks.
At each major time step in the Simulink simulation cycle, the discrete-event simulator is executed and the block outputs are updated. In the minor time steps, the inputs are read and the zero-crossing function is called repeatedly in order for the solver to lock on the next event. The zero-crossing callback function has the following principal structure (the variable nextHit denotes the next scheduled event):

```c
void mdlZeroCrossings(SimStruct *S) {
    t = ssGetT(S);
    store all inputs;
    if (any trigger input has changed value) {
        nextHit = t;
    }
    ssGetNonsampledZCs(S)[0] = nextHit - t;
}
```

The timing scheme used introduces a small delay between the block inputs and outputs that depends on the Simulink solver settings (by default $1.5 \cdot 10^{-15}$ s). At the same time, the scheme allows blocks to be connected in a circular fashion without creating algebraic loops.

### 6.2.2 The Kernel Simulator

Internally, the kernel simulator is organized in much the same way as a real real-time kernel, see Figure 6.2. Tasks, interrupt handlers, and timers are represented by objects that are moved between various queues. The Ready Q contains all objects that are eligible for execution, while the Time Q contains objects that are scheduled to wake up a later time. As tasks try to get access to semaphores, monitors, or mailboxes, they may be temporarily placed in other waiting queues.
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Figure 6.3: Model of the task code. The code function returns the simulated execution time of each code segment.

The tasks and interrupt handlers contain real code that is executed as the simulation progresses. TrueTime hence implements the live task model [31]. The code of a task or interrupt handler is implemented in a user-defined code function that is called repeatedly by the simulator. The code is split into segments as shown in Figure 6.3. The simulator calls the code function with an increasing input argument, indicating which segment to be executed. The code function executes nonpreemptively and returns the simulated execution time of that segment. The same amount of execution time must then be consumed by the task in the simulated CPU before the task may progress to the next segment.

The task code may contain statements that change the state of the task, e.g. calls to blocking kernel primitives. The task may also communicate with the environment by accessing the A/D–D/A ports of the block or by sending and receiving network messages.

In summary, the kernel simulator performs the following actions every time it executes:

- Check for external interrupts and network interrupts.
- Count down the remaining execution time of the running task.
- If the current code segment is finished and there are more segments, then execute the next segment.
- Check the Time Q for tasks, interrupt handlers, or timers that should be moved to the Ready Q.
- Dispatch the first object in the Ready Q.
- Compute the time of the next expected event.

The last item amounts to comparing the remaining execution time of the currently running task to the first object in the Time Q.
6.2.3 The Network Simulator

The network simulators have a similar implementation structure to the kernel simulator. The network conceptually consists of a set of FIFO Input Qs, a shared communication medium, and a set of FIFO Output Qs, see Figure 6.4. The queues model the send and receive buffers in the nodes connected to the network.

A message that should be transmitted is placed in one of the Input Qs. Messages are moved from the Input Qs, into the network, and into the Output Qs in an order that depends on the simulated network protocol. The transmission time of each message depends on the length of the message. Collisions and retransmissions are simulated in the relevant protocols. A message that arrives in an Output Q potentially triggers an interrupt handler in the receiving node.

In summary, the network simulator performs the following actions every time it executes:

- Count down the remaining transmission time of the current message.
- If the current message is finished, then move it to the destination Output Q.
- Check for newly arrived messages in the Input Qs.
- Check for collisions in the network and take the appropriate action.
- Compute the time of the next expected event.

6.3 Kernel Block Features

The TrueTime Kernel block simulates a computer node with a generic and flexible real-time kernel, A/D and D/A converters, external interrupt inputs and network interfaces. The
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block is configured via an initialization script. The script may be parametrized, enabling the same script to be used for several nodes.

In the initialization script, the programmer may create tasks, timers, interrupt handlers, semaphores, etc., representing the software executing in the computer node. The initialization script and the code functions may be written in either Matlab code or in C++ code. In the C++ case, the initialization script, the code functions and the kernel are compiled together into a single binary using Matlab’s MEX facility, rendering a much faster simulation.

The TrueTime Kernel block supports various standard preemptive scheduling algorithms including fixed-priority scheduling and earliest-deadline-first scheduling. It is also possible to specify a custom scheduling policy by supplying a sorting function for the Ready Q.

The code below shows how a single node can be configured. In the initialization function, fixed-priority scheduling is selected and the network interface is initialized:

```matlab
function node_init
% Initialize TrueTime kernel
ttInitKernel(0,0,'prioFP'); % nbrOfInputs, nbrOfOutputs, FP scheduling
% Initialize network interface
data.u = 0; % network interrupt handler local variable
ttCreateInterruptHandler('nw_handler',1,'ctrlcode',data);
ttInitNetwork(2,'nw_handler'); % Node #2 in the network

The network interrupt handler is connected to a code function that in this case implements a simple controller:

```matlab
function [exectime,data] = ctrlcode(segment,data)
switch segment,
case 1,
    msg = ttGetMsg; % retrieve msg from network
    y = msg.y; % extract the measurement data
    data.u = data.u - y; % compute the control action
    exectime = 0.001;
case 2,
    newmsg.u = data.u;
    ttSendMsg(3, newmsg, 0); % send result to actuator
    exectime = -1; % done
end
```

In the code function above, the simulated execution of the first segment is 1 ms. This
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Figure 6.5: Controllers represented using ordinary discrete Simulink blocks may be called from within the code functions. The only requirement is that the blocks are discrete with the sample time set to one.

means that the delay between reading the incoming message to sending the reply will be at least 1 ms (more if there is preemption from higher-priority interrupts).

In both the C++ and Matlab-file cases, it is possible to call Simulink block diagrams from within the code functions. This is sometimes a convenient way to implement controllers. The listing below shows an example where the discrete PI-controller in Figure 6.5 is used in a code function:

```
function [exectime,data] = PIcode(segment,data)
switch segment,
    case 1,
        inp(1) = ttAnalogIn(1);
        inp(2) = ttAnalogIn(2);
        outp = ttCallBlockSystem(2,inp,'PI_Controller');
        data.u = outp(1);
        exectime = outp(2);
    case 2,
        ttAnalogOut(1, data.u);
        exectime = -1; \% done
end
```

TrueTime includes a large library of real-time primitives that may be called from the initialization script and/or the task code. There is support for periodic and aperiodic tasks, periodic and one-shot timers, hardware or software-triggered interrupts, and task synchronization mechanisms in the forms of semaphores, monitors, and mailboxes. It is possible to on-line read and modify most task attributes (period, deadline, priority, etc.). Advanced real-time scheduling features include deadline overrun handlers, worst-case execution time overrun handlers, and the possibility to abort task jobs. Simulation-wise, the user may log
various variables relating to the task schedule. Finally, there are primitives for initializing
network interfaces and sending and receiving messages.

6.4 Network Blocks Features

The TrueTime Network block and the TrueTime Wireless Network block simulate the physical layer and the medium-access layer of various local-area networks. The types of networks supported are CSMA/CD (Ethernet), CSMA/AMP (CAN), Round Robin (Token Bus), FDMA, TDMA (TTP), Switched Ethernet, WLAN (802.11b), and ZigBee (802.15.4). The blocks only simulate the medium access (the scheduling), possible collisions or interference, and the point-to-point/broadcast transmissions. Higher-layer protocols such as TCP/IP are not simulated as such but may be implemented as applications in the nodes.

There is also a third network block that simulates the transmission and reception of ultrasound pulses. In this case, no receiver and no data can be specified. This block can be used to simulate ultrasound-based navigation systems for mobile devices.

The network blocks are mainly configured via their block dialogues. Common parameters to all types of networks are the bit rate, the minimum frame size, and the network interface delay. For each type of network there are a number of further parameters that can be specified. For instance, for the wireless networks it is possible to specify the transmit power, the receiver signal threshold, the pathloss exponent (or a special pathloss function), the ACK timeout, the retry limit, and the error coding threshold.

A TrueTime model may contain several network blocks, and each kernel block may be connected to more than one network. Each network is identified by a number, and each node connected to a network is addressed by a number that is unique to that network.

The network blocks may be used in two different ways. The first way is to have one kernel block for each node in the network. The tasks inside the kernels can then send and receive arbitrary Matlab structure arrays over the network using certain kernel primitives. This approach is very flexible but requires some amount of programming to configure the system. The second way is to use the stand-alone network interface blocks. These blocks eliminate the need of kernel blocks, but they restrict the network packets to contain scalar or vector signal values. Finally, it is possible to mix kernel blocks and network interface blocks in the same network.
6.4.1 Wireless Networks

Compared to the wired network block, the wireless network block has additional $x$ and $y$ inputs that represent the actual location of the nodes in the network. These inputs can be connected to further blocks that model the physical movement of the nodes. The current $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the nodes will influence the signal-to-interference ratio at the receiver. The path-loss of radio signals is modeled as $1/d^a$, where $d$ is the distance between the sending and the receiving node, and $a$ is an environment parameter (typically in the range from 2 to 4). If the received energy is below a user-defined threshold, then no reception will take place.

A node that wants to transmit a message will proceed as follows. The node first checks whether the medium is idle. If that has been the case for 50 $\mu$s, then the transmission may proceed. (If not, the node will wait for a random back-off time before the next attempt.) The signal-to-interference ratio in the receiving node is calculated by treating all simultaneous transmissions as additive noise. This information is used to determine a probabilistic measure of the number of bit errors in the received message. If the number of errors is below a configurable bit error threshold, then the packet could be successfully received.

6.5 Example: Constant Bandwidth Server

The constant bandwidth server (CBS) [5] is a scheduling server for aperiodic and soft tasks that executes on top of an EDF scheduler. A CBS is characterized by two parameters: a server period $T_s$ and a utilization factor $U_s$. The server ensures that the task(s) executing within the server can never occupy more than $U_s$ of the total CPU bandwidth.

Associated with the server are two dynamic attributes: the server budget $c_s$ and the server deadline $d_s$. Jobs that arrive to the server are placed in a queue and are served on a first-come, first-served basis. The first job in the queue is always eligible for execution (as an ordinary EDF task), using the current server deadline $d_s$. The server is initialized with $c_s := U_s T_s$ and $d_s = T_s$. The rules for updating the server are as follows:

1. During the execution of a job, the budget $c_s$ is decreased at unit rate.

2. Whenever $c_s = 0$, the budget is recharged to $c_s := U_s T_s$, and the deadline is postponed one server period: $d_s := d_s + T_s$.

3. If a job arrives at an empty server at time $r$ and $c_s \geq (d_s - r) U_s$, then the budget is recharged to $c_s := U_s T_s$, and the deadline is set to $d_s := r + T_s$. 

The first and second rules limit the bandwidth of the task(s) executing in the server. The third rule is used to “reset” the server after a sufficiently long idle period.

### 6.5.1 Implementation of CBS in TrueTime

TrueTime provides a basic mechanism for execution-time monitoring and budgets. The initial value of the budget is called the WCET (worst-case execution time) of the task. By default, the WCET is equal to the period (for periodic tasks) or the relative deadline (for aperiodic tasks). The WCET value of a task can be changed by calling \texttt{ttSetWCET(value, task)}. The WCET corresponds to the maximum server budget $U_s T_s$ in the CBS. The CBS period is specified by setting the relative deadline of the task. This attribute can be changed by calling \texttt{ttSetDeadline(value,task)}.

When a task executes, the budget is decreased at unit rate. The remaining budget can be checked at any time using the primitive \texttt{ttGetBudget(task)}. By default, nothing happens when the budget reaches zero. In order to simulate that the task executes inside a CBS, an execution overrun handler must be attached to the task. A sample initialization script is given below:

```matlab
function node_init
    ttInitKernel(0,0,'prioEDF');
    ttSetKernelParameter('cbsrules');
    T_s = 2;
    U_s = 0.5;
    ttCreateTask('aper_task',T_s,1,'codeFcn');
    ttSetWCET(T_s*U_s,'aper_task');
    ttAttachWCETHandler('aper_task','cbs_handler');
endfunction
```

The execution overrun handler can then be implemented as follows:

```matlab
function [exectime,data] = cbs_handler(seg,data)
    t = ttInvokingTask;
    % Recharge the budget
```
Figure 6.6: TrueTime model of a ball and beam being controlled by a multi-tasking real-time kernel. The Poisson arrivals trigger an aperiodic computation task.

\[
\text{ttSetBudget(ttGetWCET(t),t);}
\]
\[
\% \text{ Postpone the deadline}
\]
\[
\text{ttSetAbsDeadline(ttGetAbsDeadline(t)+ttGetDeadline(t),t);}
\]
\[
\text{exectime = -1;}
\]

If many tasks are to execute inside CBS servers, the same code function can be reused for all the execution overrun handlers.

6.5.2 Experiments

The constant bandwidth server can be used to safely mix hard, periodic tasks with soft, aperiodic tasks in the same kernel. This is illustrated in the following example, where a ball and beam controller should execute in parallel with an aperiodically triggered task. The Simulink model is shown in Figure 6.6.

The ball and beam process is modelled as a triple integrator disturbed by white noise and is connected to the TrueTime Kernel block via the A/D and D/A ports. An LQG controller for the ball and beam has been designed and is implemented as a periodic task with the sampling period 10 ms. The computation time of the controller is 5 ms (2 ms for calculating the output and 3 ms for updating the controller state). A Poisson source with the intensity 100/s is connected to the Interrupt input of the kernel, triggering an aperiodic task for each arrival. The relative deadline of the task is 10 ms, while the execution time of the task is exponentially distributed with mean 3 ms.

The average CPU utilization of the system is 80%. However, the aperiodic task has a
very uneven processor demand and can easily overload the CPU during some intervals. The control performance in a first experiment, using plain EDF scheduling, is shown in Figure 6.7. A close-up of the corresponding CPU schedule is shown in Figure 6.8. It is seen that the aperiodic task sometimes blocks the controller for several sampling periods. The resulting execution jitter leads to very poor regulation performance.

Next, a CBS is added to the aperiodic task. The server period is set to $T_s = 10$ ms and the utilization to $U_s = 0.49$, implying a maximum budget (WCET) of 4.9 ms. With this configuration, the CPU will never be more than 99% loaded. A new simulation, using the same random number sequences as before, is shown in Figure 6.9. The regulation performance is much better—this is especially evident in the smaller control input required. The close-up of the schedule in Figure 6.10 shows that the controller is now able to execute its 5 ms within each 10 ms period and the jitter is much smaller.
Figure 6.9: Control performance under CBS scheduling.

Figure 6.10: Close-up of CPU schedule under CBS scheduling.
6.6 Example: Mobile Robots in a Sensor Network

In the EU/IST FP6 Integrated Project RUNES (Reconfigurable Ubiquitous Networked Embedded Systems, [4]) a disaster relief road tunnel scenario was used as a motivating example [9]. In the scenario mobile robots were used as mobile radio gateways that ensure the connectivity of a sensor network located in a road tunnel in which an accident has occurred. A number of software components were developed for the scenario. A localization component based on ultrasound was used for localizing the mobile robots and a collision avoidance component ensured that the robots did not collide, see [6]. A network reconfiguration component [28] and a power control component [33] were responsible for deciding the best position for the mobile robot to position itself at in order to maximize radio connectivity, and for adjusting the radio power transmit level.

In parallel with the physical implementation of this scenario a TrueTime simulation model was developed. The focus of the simulation was the timing aspects of the scenario. It should be possible to simultaneously simulate the computations that take place within the nodes, the wireless communication between the nodes, the power devices (batteries) in the nodes, the sensor and actuator dynamics, and the dynamics of the mobile robots. In order to model the limited resources correctly, the simulation model must be quite realistic. For example, it should be possible to simulate the timing effects of interrupt handling in the micro-controllers implementing the control logic of the nodes. It should also be possible to simulate the effects of collisions and contention in the wireless communication. Due to simulation time and size constraints, it is at the same time important that the simulation model is not too detailed. For example, simulating the computations on a source code level, instruction for instruction, would be overly costly. The same applies to simulation of the wireless communication at the radio interface level or on the bit transmission level.

6.6.1 The Physical Scenario Hardware

The physical scenario consists of a number of hardware and software components. The hardware consists of the stationary wireless communication nodes and the mobile robots. The wireless communication nodes are implemented by Tmote Sky sensor network motes executing the Contiki operating system [18]. In addition to the ordinary sensors for temperature, light and humidity an ultrasound receiver has been added to each mote, see Figure 6.11.

The two robots, the RBbots, are shown in Figure 6.12. Both robots are equipped with an ultrasound transmitter board (at the top). The robot to the left has the obstacle detection sensors mounted. This consists of an IR proximity sensor mounted on an RC-servo that sweeps a circle segment in front of the robot and a touch sensor bar.
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Figure 6.11: Stationary sensor network nodes with ultrasound receiver circuit. The node is packaged in a plastic box to reduce wear.

Figure 6.12: The two Lund RBbots.
6.6. EXAMPLE: MOBILE ROBOTS IN A SENSOR NETWORK

The RBbots internally consists of one Tmote Sky, one ATMEL AVR Mega128, and three ATMEL AVR Mega16 microprocessors. The nodes communicate internally over an I²C bus. The Tmote Sky is used for the radio communication as the master. Two of the ATMEL AVR Mega16 processors are used as interfaces to the wheel motors and the wheel encoders measuring the wheel angular velocities. The third ATMEL AVR Mega16 is used as the interface to the ultrasound transmitter and to the obstacle detection sensors. The AVR Mega128 is used as a compute engine for software component code that does not fit the limited memory of the Tmote Sky. The structure is shown in Figure 6.13.

6.6.2 Scenario Hardware Models

The basic programming model used for the TI MSP430 processor used in the Tmote Sky systems is event-driven programming with interrupt handlers for handling timer interrupts, bus interrupts, etc. In TrueTime the same architecture can be used. However, the Contiki OS also supports so called protothreads [19]. Protothreads are lightweight stackless threads designed for severely memory constrained systems. Protothreads provide linear code execution for event-driven systems implemented in C. Protothreads can be used to provide blocking event-handlers. They provide sequential flow of control without complex state machines or full multi-threading. In TrueTime protothreads are modeled as ordinary tasks. The ATMEL AVR processors are modeled as event-driven systems. A single non-terminating task acts as
the main program and the event-handling is performed in interrupt handlers.

The software executing in the TrueTime processors is written in C++. The names of the files containing the code are input parameters of the network blocks. The localization component consists of two parts. The distance sensor part of the component is implemented as a (proto-)thread in each stationary sensor node. An Extended Kalman Filter-based data fusion is implemented in the Tmote Sky processor on-board each robot. The localization method makes use of the ultrasound network and the radio network. The collision avoidance component code is implemented in the ATMEL AVR Mega128 processor using events and interrupts. It interacts over the I2C bus with the localization component and with the robot position controller, both located in the Tmote Sky processor.

6.6.3 TrueTime Modeling of Bus Communication

The I2C bus within the RBbots is modeled in TrueTime by a network block. The TrueTime network model assumes the presence of a network interface card or a bus controller implemented either in hardware or software, i.e. as drivers. The Contiki interface to the I2C bus is software-based and corresponds well to the TrueTime model. In the ATMEL AVRs, however, it is normally the responsibility of the application programmer to manage all bus access and synchronization directly in the application code. In the TrueTime model this low-level bus access is not modeled. Instead it is assumed that there exists a hardware or software bus interface that implements this.

Although the I2C is a multi-master bus that uses arbitration to resolve conflicts this is not how it is modeled in TrueTime. On the Tmote Sky the radio chip and the I2C bus share connection pins. Due to this it is only possible to have one master on the I2C bus and this master must be the Tmote Sky. All communication must be initiated by the master. Due to this bus access conflicts are eliminated. Therefore the I2C bus is modeled as a CAN bus with the transmission rate set to match the transmission rate of the I2C bus.

6.6.4 TrueTime Modeling of Radio Communication

The radio communication used by the Tmote Sky is the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol (the so called Zigbee MAC protocol) and the corresponding TrueTime wireless network protocol was used. The requirements on the simulation environment from the network reconfiguration and radio power control components are that it should be possible to change the transmit power of the nodes and that it should be possible to measure the received signal strength, i.e., the so called Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). The former is possible through the TrueTime command \texttt{ttSetNetworkParameter(}'transmitpower', value\texttt{)}. The RSSI is
In order to model the ultrasound a special block was developed. The block is a special version of the wireless network block that models the ultrasound propagation of a transmitted ultrasound pulse. The main difference between the wireless network block and the ultrasound block is that in the ultrasound block it is the propagation delay that is important, whereas in the ordinary wireless block it is the medium access delay and the transmission delay that are modeled. The ultrasound is modeled as a single sound pulse. When it arrives at a stationary sensor node an interrupt is generated. This also differs from the physical scenario, in which the ultrasound signal is connected via an AD converter to the Tmote Sky.

The network routing is implemented using a TrueTime model of the AODV routing protocol, [29], commonly used in sensor network and mobile robot applications. AODV uses three basic types of control messages in order to build and invalidate routes: route request (RREQ), route reply (RREP), and route error (RERR) messages. These control messages contain source and destination sequence numbers, which are used to ensure fresh and loop-free routes. A node that requires a route to a destination node initiates route discovery by broadcasting an RREQ message to its neighbors. A node receiving an RREQ starts by updating its routing information backwards towards the source. If the same RREQ has not been received before, the node then checks its routing table for a route to the destination. If a route exists with a sequence number greater than or equal to that contained in the RREQ, an RREP message is sent back towards the source. Otherwise, the node rebroadcasts the RREQ. When an RREP has propagated back to the original source node, the established route may be used to send data. Periodic hello messages are used to maintain local connectivity information between neighboring nodes. A node that detects a link break will check its routing table to find all routes which use the broken link as the next hop. In order to propagate the information about the broken link, an RERR message is then sent to each node that constitute a previous hop on any of these routes.

Two TrueTime tasks are created in each node to handle AODV send and receive actions, respectively. The AODV send task is activated from the application code as a data message should be sent to another node in the network. The AODV receive task handles incoming AODV control messages and forwarding of data messages. Communication between the application layer and the AODV layer is handled using TrueTime mailboxes. Each node also contains a periodic task, responsible for broadcasting hello messages and determine local connectivity based on hello messages received from neighboring nodes. Finally, each node has a task to handle timer expiry of route entries.

The AODV protocol in TrueTime is implemented in such a way that it stores messages to destinations for which no valid route exists, at the source node. This means that when, eventually, the network connectivity has been restored through the use of the mobile radio gateways, the communication traffic will be automatically restored.
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Figure 6.14: The TrueTime model diagram. In order to reduce the use of wires from and to blocks hidden inside the corresponding subsystems are used to connect the stationary sensor nodes to the radio and ultrasound networks.

6.6.5 The Complete Model

In addition to the above the complete model for the scenario also contains models of the sensors, motors, robot dynamics, and a world model that keeps track of the position of the robots and the fixed obstacles within the tunnel.

The wheel motors are modeled as first-order linear systems plus integrators with the angular velocities and positions as the outputs. From the motor velocities the corresponding wheel velocities are calculated. The wheel positions are controlled by two PI-controllers residing in the ATMEL AVR processors acting as interfaces to the wheel motors.

The Lund RBbot is a dual-drive unicycle robot. It is modeled as a third-order system

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{p}_x &= \frac{1}{2}(R_1 \omega_1 + R_2 \omega_2) \cos(\theta) \\
\dot{p}_y &= \frac{1}{2}(R_1 \omega_1 + R_2 \omega_2) \sin(\theta) \\
\dot{\theta} &= \frac{1}{D}(R_2 \omega_2 - R_1 \omega_1)
\end{align*}
\]

(6.1)

where the state consists of the $x$- and $y$-positions and the heading $\theta$. Input to the system are the angular velocities $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ of the two wheels. The parameters $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the radius of the two wheels and $D$ is the distance between the wheels.

The top-level TrueTime model diagram is shown in Fig. 6.14. The stationary sensor nodes are implemented as Simulink subsystems that internally contain a TrueTime kernel.
modeling the Tmote Sky mote and connections to the radio network and the ultrasound communication blocks. In order to reduce the wiring from and to blocks hidden inside the corresponding subsystems are used for the connections. The block handling the dynamic animation is not shown in the figure.

The subsystem for the mobile robots is shown in Fig. 6.15. The Robot Dynamics block contains the motor models and the robot dynamics model.

The position of the robots and status of the stationary sensor nodes, i.e., whether they are operational or not, are shown in a separate animation workspace, see Fig. 6.16.

6.6.6 Evaluation

The implemented TrueTime model contains several simplifications. For example, interrupt latencies are not simulated, only context switch overheads. All execution times are chosen based on experience from the hardware implementation. Also, it is important to stress that the simulated code is only a model of the actual code that executes in the sensor nodes and in the robots. However, since C is the programming language used in both cases the translation is in most cases quite straightforward.

In spite of the above it is our experience that the TrueTime simulation approach gives results that are close to the real case. The TrueTime approach has also been validated by others. In [11] a TrueTime-based model is compared with a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) model of a distributed CAN-based control system. The TrueTime simulation result matched the HIL results very well.

An aspect of the model that is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to validate is the wireless communication. Simulation of wireless MANET systems is notoriously difficult, see, e.g., [7]. The effects of multi-path propagation, fading, and external disturbances are very difficult to model accurately. The approach adopted here is to first start with an idealized exponential decay ratio model and then, when this works properly, gradually add more and more non-determinism. This can be done either by setting a high probability that a packet is lost, or by providing a user-defined radio model using Rayleigh fading.

The total code size for the model was 3,7k lines of C code. Parts of the algorithmic code, e.g., the Extended Kalman filter code, were exactly the same as in the real robots. The model contained five kernel blocks and one network block per robot, one kernel block per sensor node, with six sensors, one wireless network block for the radio traffic, and one ultrasound block modeling the ultrasound propagation. The simulation rate was slightly faster than real time, executing on an ordinary dual-core Windows laptop.
Figure 6.15: The Simulink model of the mobile robots. For the sake of clarity the obstacle detection sensors have been omitted. These should be connected to AVR Mega16-1.
6.7 Example: Network Interface Blocks

The last example illustrates how the new, stand-alone network interface blocks can be used to simulate time-triggered or event-triggered networked control loops. In this case, because there are no kernel blocks, no initialization scripts or code functions must be written.

The networked control system in this example consists a plant (an integrator), a network, and two nodes: an IO device (handling AD and DA conversion) and a controller node. At the IO node, the process is sampled by a ttSendMsg network interface block, which transmits the value to the controller node. There, the packet is received by a ttGetMsg network interface block. The control signal is computed and the control is transmitted back to the IO node by another ttSendMsg block. Finally, the signal is received by a ttGetMsg block at the IO and actuated to the process.

Two versions of the control loop will be studied. In Fig. 6.17, both ttSendMsg blocks are time-triggered. The process output is sampled every 0.1 s, and a new control signal is computed with the same interval but with a phase shift of 0.05 s. The resulting control performance and network schedule is shown in Fig. 6.18. The process output is kept close to zero despite the process noise. The schedule shows that the network load is quite high.

In the second version of the control loop, the ttSendMsg blocks are event-triggered instead, see Fig. 6.19. A sample is generated whenever the magnitude of the process output passes 0.25. The arrival of a measurement sample at the controller node triggers—after a delay—the computation and sending of the control signal back to the IO node. The resulting control performance and network schedule is shown in Fig. 6.20. It can be seen that the process is
Figure 6.17: Time-triggered networked control system using the stand-alone network interface blocks. The ttSendMsg blocks are driven by periodic pulse generators.

Figure 6.18: Plant output and network schedule for the time-triggered control system.
6.8 Limitations and Extensions

Although TrueTime is quite powerful it has some limitations. Some of them could be removed by extending TrueTime in different directions. This will be discussed here.

Figure 6.19: Event-triggered networked control system using the stand-alone network interface blocks. The process output is sampled by the ttSendMsg block when the magnitude exceeds a certain threshold.

still stabilized, although much fewer network messages are sent.

Figure 6.20: Plant output and network schedule for the event-triggered control system.
6.8.1 Single Core Assumption

Multi-core architectures are currently being increasingly common also in embedded systems. The TrueTime kernel, however, is single core. Modifying the kernel to instead support a globally scheduled, i.e., a single ready queue, shared memory multi-core platform is probably relatively straightforward. However, to support a partitioned system with separate ready queues, separate caches, and task migration overheads, etc., is most likely outside the scope.

6.8.2 Execution Times

In TrueTime it is the user responsibility to assign the execution times of the different code segments. This should correspond to the amount of time it should take to execute the code on the particular target machine where it should run. For small micro-controllers it is possible to perform these assessments fairly well. However, for normal size platforms it is difficult to get good estimates. The problem can be compared with the problem of performing worst-case execution time analysis.

The idea behind the TrueTime approach is that the execution times should be viewed as design parameters. By increasing or decreasing them a different processor speeds can be simulated. By adding a random element to them variations in execution times due to code branches and data-dependent execution time statements can be accounted for. However, in a real system the execution time of a piece of code can be divided in two parts. The first part is the execution of the different instructions in the code. This is fairly straightforward to estimate. The second part is the time caused by the hardware platform. This includes the time caused by cache misses, pipeline breaks, memory access latencies, etc. This time is more difficult to get good estimates for. A possible approach is to have this part of the execution time added to the user-provided times automatically by the kernel block based on different parametrized assumptions on the hardware platform.

6.8.3 Single Thread Execution

Since Simulink simulation is performed by a single execution thread the multi-tasking in the kernel block has to be emulated. One consequence of this is that it is the responsibility of the user that the context of each task is saved and restored in the correct way. This is done by passing the context as argument to the code functions. Another partly related consequence of this is the segmentation that has do be applied to every task. The latter is the main reason why it is not possible to use production C code in TrueTime simulations. In addition, a code function may not call other code functions, i.e., abstractions on the code function level are not supported.
Preliminary investigations indicates that it should be possible to map the TrueTime tasks onto Posix threads, i.e., to use multiple threads inside each kernel S-function. Using this approach it would the problem with the task context and segments would be solved automatically.

6.8.4 Simulation Platform

TrueTime is based on Simulink. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It is good since it makes it easy for existing Matlab/Simulink users to start using it. However, Matlab/Simulink is still not widely spread in the computer science community. The threshold for a non-Simulink user to start using TrueTime is therefore fairly high. An advantage with building upon Matlab is the vast availability of other toolboxes that can be combined with TrueTime.

However, it is possible to port TrueTime to other platforms. In [22] a feasibility study is presented where the kernel block of TrueTime is ported to Scilab/Scicos. Also, in the new European ITEA 2 project EUROSYSLIB the TrueTime network block are being ported to the Modelica/Dymola platform.

6.8.5 Higher Layer Protocols

The network blocks only support link layer protocols. In most cases this is enough, since most real-time networks are local area networks without any routing or transport layers. However, if higher layer protocols are needed, these are not directly supported by TrueTime. The examples contain a TCP transport protocol example and an AODV routing protocol example, but these applications are implemented as application code. It would be interesting to provide built-in support also for some of the most popular higher-order protocols. It would also be useful to have a plug-and-play facility that would make it easy for the user to add new protocols to the networks blocks. Currently this involves modifications of the C++ network block source code.

6.9 Summary

This chapter has presented TrueTime, a freeware extension to Simulink that allows multi-threaded real-time kernels and communication networks to be simulated in parallel with the plant dynamics. Having been developed over almost ten years, TrueTime has several more features than those mentioned in this chapter. For a complete description, please see the
latest version of the reference manual (e.g., [25]). In particular, many features related to real-time scheduling have been omitted.
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